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View Feedback
- Pending Feedback: The number of Feedback with Status as ‘Pending’ (i.e. pending Staff’s response)
- Click on Pending Feedback box or ‘View Feedback’ to view all Feedback
- The grey-arrow means that there is a reply from Resident 



View Feedback
- Date Range: Click on the date(s) to filter the list according to the preferred date range
- Grey-Arrow icon: This is an indication that there is a reply from Resident that requires Staff’s 

attention



View Feedback
Toggle to the respective tabs to view the Feedback accordingly. The Feedback displayed is dependent 
on the selected date range

- All: Feedback of all statuses
- Pending: Newly submitted Feedback 

that is pending response from Staff
- Acknowledged: Feedback that has 

been responded by Staff, but 
Feedback Status was selected as 
Pending

- Assigned: Feedback that has been 
responded by Staff, and Feedback 
Status was updated to Assigned

- Closed: Feedback that has been 
resolved, and Feedback Status was  
updated to Closed



To Acknowledge 
the Reported 
Matter

Responding to 
Feedback



Reply a Feedback – To Acknowledge the Feedback
- Feedback with Status = Pending are newly submitted Feedback and will require Staff’s response
- In this example, we will select the Feedback on Cleanliness issue



Reply a Feedback – To Acknowledge the Feedback
- More details on the Feedback will be shown, which includes the Location, the Resident who reported 

the matter, attached image(s) (if any), and the description stated by the Resident



Reply a Feedback – To Acknowledge the Feedback
- The Feedback function works as a 2-way communication channel between Resident & MA Staff 

regarding the reported matter
- Reply to feedback: For Staff to key in the reply

- Pending: If the reply is to 
inform the Resident that 
someone is looking into 
the matter, the status 
can remain as Pending as 
the matter has not been 
assigned to a worker to 
conduct the necessary 
rectification work

- Once this reply is posted, 
the system will update 
this Feedback’s status to 
Acknowledged, to show 
that a staff has 
acknowledged this 
matter and he/she is 
looking into it



Reply a Feedback – To Acknowledge the Feedback
- The Feedback’s status is updated to Acknowledged, pending for Staff’s further actions



Reply a Feedback – To Acknowledge the Feedback
What Happens in Resident’s Qommunity Resident App
- Resident will receive a Push Notification (if enabled in Resident’s Mobile Device) with the reply 

posted by the Staff
- The Feedback Status is updated from Pending to Acknowledged and the Staff’s reply will be shown
- Resident can send a reply to the Staff via the App
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Reply a Feedback – Feedback has been Assigned
- Using the same Feedback as the example, Staff has checked the Lift Lobby and contacted the 

Cleaner to replace the overflowing bin
- While works are being carried out, Staff can update the Resident by sending a reply and updating 

the Feedback Status to Assigned



Reply a Feedback – Feedback has been Assigned
- The Feedback’s status is updated to Assigned, pending for work to be carried out



Reply a Feedback – Feedback has been Assigned
What Happens in Resident’s Qommunity Resident App
- Resident will receive a Push Notification (if enabled in Resident’s Mobile Device) with the reply 

posted by the Staff
- The Feedback Status remains as Acknowledged and the Staff’s reply will be shown
- Resident can send a reply to the Staff via the App



To Inform Resident 
that the Reported 
Matter has been 
Resolved

Responding to 
Feedback



Reply a Feedback – Matter has been Resolved
- Using the same Feedback as the example, Cleaner had completed the work 
- Staff can update the Resident by sending a reply and updating the Feedback Status to Closed to 

close off this Feedback



Reply a Feedback – Matter has been Resolved
- The Feedback’s status is updated to Closed, and this reported matter is resolved



Reply a Feedback – Matter has been Resolved
What Happens in Resident’s Qommunity Resident App
- Resident will receive a Push Notification (if enabled in Resident’s Mobile Device) with the reply posted by 

the Staff
- The Feedback Status is updated from Acknowledged to Closed and the Staff’s reply will be shown
- After the Feedback is closed, Resident can submit a rating
*The ratings of Feedback will be reflected in Qommunity App Management Dashboard, which is accessible by Council Members
*The ratings will also be captured in Q.Estate system and MA is able to generate a report on Work Evaluation Rating



How to Export 
Feedback Listing
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Export Feedback Listing
- Click on the Export button to download a CSV file with the Feedback Listing
- The list downloaded will be according to the selected date range
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